I Heart Female Orgasm
If you are interested in the subject, say ‘Oh, yeah!’

By Erin Birmingham
Editor-in-Chief

On Monday October 16, 2006 at 7 pm hundreds of Pacific students flocked to the Faye Spanos Concert Hall to hear nationally known sex educators Dorian Solot and Marshall Miller’s presentation on the female orgasm. It was without a doubt one of the most successful lecture events at Pacific in the last few years.

Dorian Solot and Marshall Miller are a romantic couple who met at their Alma Mater, Brown University. They have appeared on ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, The O’Reilly Factor, National Public Radio, USA Today, Time magazine, Men’s Health, Cosmopolitan, and numerous other newspapers, and television shows.

This was not the typical lecture at Pacific. The attitude in the Hall was more like a concert than an informative presentation. Once inside, people socialized, found their friends and then proceeded to do what anyone born within the last 25 years does when in a social environment: take pictures of each other. Some were modeling their “I Heart Female Orgasm” t-shirts. Who knew it had so many admirers? At one point the crowd went so far as to start a clapping routine normally heard at sporting events.

One student commented, “I haven’t seen this place this packed since Mentor!” “Hand picked female O songs” were welcoming the large number of guests as they struggled to find a place to sit.

Representatives of the non-profit Feminist Majority Foundation, Olivia Ortiz and Sandi Lyman, started off the evening by urging students to vote no on Proposition 85, which they explained would change the California Constitution so that girls under the age of 18 need to involve their parents when having an abortion. Ortiz and Lyman, not affiliated with the main speakers for the evening, were advocating, “free sex.” By reality.

After the formalities, Dorian and Marshall were welcomed by loud cheers. They explained that they have personal and professional experience since they are a couple. They started off the presentation with a joke that set the tone for the evening.

Dorian said to the audience, “I won’t ask you to turn off your cell phones, but instead to put them on vibrate.” The audience definitely got the joke. This set the stage for a discussion that would range from topics like masturbation and vibrators to faked orgasms and orgasm stereotypes.

They showed a clip from “When Harry Met Sally” in which Meg Ryan’s character fakes an orgasm in the middle of a dinner to prove to Billy Crystal’s character that men most likely have no idea how often the women they sleep with are faking their orgasms.

However the presentation was more than just jokes. Dorian said, “This is a fun discussion, but it is also more than just a fun discussion; it is a health issue.” She then segued into a personal story about her experience with breast cancer.

Dorian was diagnosed with breast cancer at the age of 26, which is an abnormally young age for such a cancer and she attributes the early diagnosis to her comfort with her own body. She felt the lump herself and had it checked out by her doctor. She says that thankfully she was comfortable enough with her body to have found such a thing so early on. She is in her 6th year of breast cancer survival and in remission.

They discussed how it is important to have information about sex and sexual topics, citing a story about a Dean they had at Brown who gave a yearly presentation on masturbation.

Dorian then shared her personal experience with masturbation. She comes from a family that was open about sex and masturbation, but for whatever reason she was never interested in masturbations until college. She bought a book from her st-continued on page 5...
Last week in the photograph at the groundbreaking on the cover David Schmidt from the Gensler firm is incorrectly identified as a Regent.
‘Theta Inferno’ to Heat Up WPC Lawn

By Abbey Golden
Staff Writer

On October 21st, University of the Pacific will feel the heat. The general consensus is that it’s October and the heat wave has already passed, but this Saturday the ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta are hosting “Theta Inferno.”

Known for their challenging and fun basketball tournament “Midnight Mania,” the Theta’s changed their event this year to “Theta Inferno.” “Theta Inferno” is a combination of a dodge ball tournament and Mr. CASAnova pageant.

The ladies hold their philanthropy event each year to raise money for C.A.S.A, or Court Appointed Special Advocates. Court Appointed Special Advocates is an international program in which volunteers mentor and represent children within the court systems. The last couple of years the Phi chapter here at University of the Pacific has raised more than $2,500 each year to donate to the program.

“Theta Inferno” is being held on the WPC lawn beginning at 11 am. The dodge ball tournament kicks off the event, while the anticipated pageant won’t happen until around 3 pm, after the final championship dodge ball game has been played.

The Mr. CASAnova pageant will have seven contestants this year. These contestants are Drew Throne, Hayurki, Josh Foster, Mark Phillippe, Michael Boucher, Scott Ruyguku, and Eric Rowland. Each will have to go through three rounds to prove to the crowd that he should be Mr. CASAnova. The three rounds include a beachwear competition, talent section, and the final question round.

Throughout the week, the lovely ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta were found promoting their event in the Dining Hall and in the McCaffrey Center. They were collecting money as votes towards Pacific’s favorite contestants, and had dodge ball team sign-up forms.

Contestants, teams, and the audience will be able to vote for their favorite contestant, enjoy a concession stand, and win a raffle with prizes. All of the money and donations raised for the event go straight to C.A.S.A.

Smooth Sailing for Engineering Students

Introduction to engineering students held their annual project competition. This year, the students had to build a boat out of cardboard and duct tape. The boats had to survive two complete trips across the water in the Pacific pool. The event last Friday attracted a good crowd which was cheering on the groups as they competed.

Latino Art Show Comes to Pacific

By William Eiland
Marty Bormolini
Staff Writers

On Tuesday, October 10th, the Latin American Art Show took place in the Grace Covell Dining Hall.

Organized by Valeria Barriga, the show featured the works of many aspiring Latin American artists. However, the theme of the art was not entirely Latin American, as can be seen by the excellent painting of Steve Austin, the Six Million Dollar Man.

Ivan Rocha, one of the artists at the festival, said he draws his inspiration from his family members as well as his desire for art. Ivan gives some supportive words to aspiring artists. He said that one can’t doubt himself because it takes time for every artist to develop his or her own distinctive style.

Interested artists, who would like their works displayed can e-mail Valeria Barriga at: valeriabarriga@hotmail.com.

Ivan Rocha stands next to his artwork during the Latino American Art Show.

The Latino American Art Show displayed creative and vivid pieces of art.
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By Mikey Vu
Lifestyles Editor

I think that student drivers have it pretty hard. No, really, just think back to the days when you had to take driver’s ed, watch the “Red Asphalt” video, and yes, even take 8-10 hours of behind the wheel training. What made the behind the wheel training horrible, however, was that you had to drive around in a car that had the words “STUDENT DRIVER” plastered on all the sides of the doors. And if you were lucky enough, the car that you were being taught in would come equipped with one of those Pizza Hut looking light up signs on top that let the entire world know that you do not know how to drive a car.

The reason that I bring this up is that, well, whenever you see one of those student cars on the road, don’t you ever feel the urge to just kind of mess with them? I sure as hell do. I think it’s some sort of hazing ritual concocted by the DMV. But look on the bright side, at least those kids will be better drivers once they realize that not everyone on the road is trying to get them, and that the rest of the driving population are not characters from Mad Max driving “2 fast 2 furious.” Kids nowadays need some scaring to push them in the right direction.

Anyways, as I pulled past the student driver, something else caught my eye. That horribly irritating “Wacky, waving, inflatable, arm flailing tube man.” You know which one I’m talking about: those little inflatable things that people put in front of the stores that just kind of shake erratically like they’re having some sort of seizure. But have you ever really thought about what kind of advertising ploy this is?

Just think about it for a second, what exactly is that inflatable tube man doing? One second he’s dancing around like he has ants in his pants, the next it looks like he’s looming over you ready to pounce for the kill. Sometimes he looks like he’s twitching like a tweaker and he’s about to fall down but no! Surprise! He’s upright again doing the robot. I think these businesses would save a lot of money if they just bought a plastic bottle of vodka and gave it to some crazy guy and told him to stand in front of the store. They’d probably yield the same results because never once have I ever seen one of these little spastic inflatable guys and thought, “Gee, that puts me in the mood for...shopping!” Bleh.

In the celebrity world, Wesley Snipes was issued a warrant for his arrest after it was found that he had been evading taxes, upwards of $12 million, for the past six years. As of right now, his whereabouts are currently unknown. I know that you’re all thinking that he’s guilty, but not I!

For those that ask, “But he’s so rich! Couldn’t he afford to pay his taxes?” My response is, “Duh you guys, it’s hard to file taxes when you’re a full time vampire hunter. You try balancing your checkbook and battling the legions of undead at the same time. That shit is hard.”

Next question. “Who the hell is Wesley Snipes? Wasn’t he that guy in Rush Hour?” My response, “No, that was Jackie Chan you dummy, next question.” “But, what about the additional claims of fraud plus his previous arrests where contraband (including fake passports) was found on his person?” To which I reply, “Um. While this may or may not be true, did he not teach Woody Harrelson the life lesson that white men can indeed jump? I rest my case.” Johnny Cochran, you ain’t got nothing on me.

That’s all for this week you college sinners, go cleanse thyself and repent.

Scoot and Big Tone’s Restaurant Review

Chuck’s Hamburgers

If you love breakfast and a lot of it, then Chuck’s Hamburgers is the place to go. We go to Chuck’s almost weekly for a quality meal that will last the whole day. The first time we went to Chuck’s together, Tony was dancing in his seat because the food was so good.

Tony’s usual consists of a good old fashion country breakfast of chicken-fried steak and eggs sunny side up. I always order the sausage and cheese omelet.

All breakfast orders come with your choice of potatoes but Tony and I always go for the brick of hash-browns. With every breakfast order, you also get your choice of toast, French-toast, or a “man-hole cover” sized pancake.

I always go for their great French-toast but Tony likes more food and goes for the pancake. A little tip from Tony, put the eggs on top of the pancake for a mix of heaven. We both recommend getting a good cup of Chuck’s $0.50 coffee.

Chuck’s is one of Stockton’s busiest places and there is often a line out the door. Chucks is so busy that in a week they go through 600 lbs of hash-browns, 400 lbs of French fries, 120 dozen eggs, 70 loaves of bread, 100 lbs of sausage, 100 lbs of ham, 60 lbs of bacon, and 50 lbs of ham. That is all in one week! Chuck’s is the most popular breakfast place in Stockton, just ask any Stocktiagan.

We give Chuck’s 10 “finger lick” out of ten because yes, it is that good. To get there, go North on Pacific and Chuck’s is located in the strip mall on the right hand side on the corner of Pacific and Swain. I think Chuck’s menu says it best when they state, “Most say we serve the best breakfast in this town, the others have not eaten here yet.”

6034 Pacific Ave
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 473-9977
-dent bookstore about self-pleasuring, and she said “By the end of my first semester, when I had my first orgasm, I decided it was the best $5.99 I had ever spent.”

While most women cite masturbation as one of their top two ways to achieve orgasm, the other being oral sex, Marshall commented that some men are completely oblivious to a woman’s desire for an orgasm. And this may be due to the myth that there is no such thing as a female orgasm, but Dorian assured the audience that 90-95% of women have had orgasms, and most of the rest can learn how but haven’t yet. 50%, she said, have experienced an orgasm by the age of 15.

People simply are not taught about the female orgasm but it is important. Marshall explained how some women during sex feel like saying, “HELLO! I want an orgasm tooo!” which many women in the audience seemed to relate to.

They went on to make the joke: “Why do women fake orgasm? Because men fake foreplay.” Of course this is not always the case, and often it is not a man’s fault.

It was explained that the average man takes two to five minutes to orgasm while the average woman takes 20 minutes. Also only 30% of women can have an orgasm through intercourse alone.

This is due to the fact that a woman’s most sensitive sexual organ, the clitoris, is located on the outside of the female body. The clitoris is female equivalent to the male penis.

There is another reason a man may have a hard time giving a woman an orgasm and that is lack of education. Dorian and Marshall explained that the two main sources people have for sex education are often porn and/or their school sex education program and both often fall short.

They explained that porn is unrealistic and lacks communication because the communication goes on offstage. And schools, they said, often show pictures that completely omit the clitoris and then the education extends strictly to how to “say no” and that if they must have sex then to use protection.

They made the joke that most people know what and exactly how a fallopian tube looks but have only a vague idea about the clitoris. And that most people will likely never need to know what a fallopian tube is.

Dorian asked the audience a few questions like what sort of emotional, physical or mental things can help a woman have an orgasm. Some answers were shower jets, vibrators, lubrication, relaxation and alcohol. Dorian agreed that these can all be helpful with the excepting of drinking large quantities of alcohol which can numb the nerve endings in the clitoris and make orgasm impossible at the time. However she said that she would rather people feel comfortable enough with their bodies that they can have an orgasm sober. Dorian and Marshall explained that communication is key.

Pioneering research team Masters and Johnson discovered what they called the Arousal Cycle. This consists of 4 stages:
- Excitement phase
- Plateau phase which can go on for a long time
- Orgasm, basically a series of muscle contractions
- Resolution phase

Dorian emphasized the fact that the plateau stage, where excitement levels out, can go on for a long time so women should be patient and not give up.

Another topic was kegel exercises. A kegel is what people do to stop themselves from urinating midstream. It requires the flexing of the pelvic floor muscles. Marshall explained that men can practice this all of the time. The more men practice the better their orgasms can feel.

Marshall added that if a man does kegels and uses other techniques consistently for about a year he may learn how to have multiple orgasms by preventing ejaculation the first time.

On the topic of ejaculation, Dorian and Marshall clarified that women too can ejaculate. When something rubs or puts pressure on a women’s g-spot, which is a couple of inches inside her vagina and feels like ridgy tissue, the woman's urethra sponge is also being rubbed. Glands in this part of the urethra then produces fluids that can ejaculate when properly stimulated. Men can ejaculate in the same way but the male equivalent of the g-spot is inside their anus and pressure would be applied to the prostrate.

Many women have ejaculated but thought they were peeing. It is highly unlikely this is the case, so Dorian suggests going to the bathroom when you have the sensation like you are going to pee. Once you empty your bladder, you can know that it is ejaculate and not urine.

The presentation then returned to the topic of the female orgasm. Dorian had 6 steps for females who desire to have their first orgasm.

#1 Start alone.
#2 Befriend your body.
#3 Befriend your vulva (Check it out!).
#4 Touch yourself experimentally. No goal.
#5 Keep touching everyday. Experience whatever happens. Don’t give up.
#6 Experiments with tension and relaxing.
#7 Use fantasy.

They ended the presentation with their favorite device that has been used as a vibrator, the Harry Potter Nimbus 2000 electronic flying broomstick, which received roars of laughter. They explained how the toy’s description says it “makes a swooshing sound and vibrates and if one wants to be like Harry Potter, they would put it between their legs.” Eventually, toy maker Mattel caught on to why this toy was so wildly popular and took it off the market.

The night educational about a subject that is seldom talked about. The two take home points were patience and foreplay. T-shirts were sold with 25% of the proceeds going to Breast Cancer Action.

For more information check out: www.ilovefemaleorgasm.com
www.feministcampus.org
Or email: PacificCenterForFeministAction@gmail.com

There are also a variety of books available on the subject:
- The Survivors Guide to Sex
- Victims No Longer
- Familia Petals
- The Eiland Corner
- The Axe Showerer

By Will Eiland

By Will Eiland

Guest Writer

If you haven’t run into this person, you soon will. The Axe Showerer. He walks our halls with no intention of taking a real shower with water, soap, and/or shampoo. But he waits ‘til he is alone in his room to douche himself with a waterfall of musk. Here are some easy ways to spot this olfactory offender:
1. Oily unkempt hair. Look closely, usually a mob of villagers should be following close behind. Possibly with torches or pitchforks, you

know* that sort of thing.
2. Yellow to Brown Stains under arms. You might see the food was rated second in the nation and our secret ingredient is milk of magnesia.

A short message to the people who still think we are in high school: We’re not.

This is Will Eiland saying: you don’t know who I am.
Lyrical Astrologists Priscilla Park and Erin Birmingham

**Aquarius 1/20-2/18**
One boy, one girl, two hearts, their world. Time goes by, secrets rise. One more, sad song, tears shed, she’s gone. She’d take it back, if she only could.

"All American Rejects
"One More Sad Song"

**Pisces 2/19-3/20**
They only hold you up like this ‘cause they don’t know who you really are. Sometimes you just want to know what it’s like to be them. You’re making out inside crashed cars. You’re sleeping through all your memories. You used to waste your time dreaming of being alive (now you only waste it dreaming of them).- Fall Out Boy “Of All The Gin Joints In the World”

**Aries 3/21-4/19**
It starts with one, discreet desire to hold them close, when everything stops making sense. So you jump start the process. Move faster, you’re losing faith you never meant to push them away. Tonight, you’ll be searching for them.

Finding your way back to all the promises that you made.

-Self Against the City “The Process”

**Taurus 4/20-5/20**
Yeah they stole your attention with that static screen and they tried to steal it back but there was nothing left and it took too many lies to satisfy your eyes. Now they don’t want to get in your head. -Snowden “Like Bullets”

Gemini 5/21-6/21
Now you’re out of control but you seem to think it don’t show. You know it’s a shame what they say it’s in real bad taste. But they might have a point it’s your life that you waste. They tried their best to reach you they tried their best but it’s the same thing, it’s always the same thing. If you wanna slip away and leave us today it won’t make your problems just go away. -The Stereo “She Would Never”

**Cancer 6/22-7/22**
Your life is fading, you are sick and tired of wasting time and your back is breaking under all these lies. This feels like second best, you’re trapped in false content. Your cup is half empty and dripping with envy. Right now you’re feeling that no one’s gonna help you but yourself. -Diffuser “New High”

**Leo 7/23-8/22**
So let me get this straight, say now you loved me all along. What made you hesitate to tell me with words what you really feel? I can see it in your eyes you mean all of what you say I remember so long ago, see I felt the same way. Now we both have separate lives and lovers (and lovers) Insignificantly enough we both have significant others. -Anberlin “A Day Late”

**Virgo 8/23-9/22**
You’re traveling down a lonely road with all you got on your back. You’re feeling tired and hungry too and the sky is turning black. September Wind is kicking in trying to put out the fire. Just then a trucker stops and ask ya “Hey Man, do you want a ride?”. -The BoDean “Heart of a Miracle”

**Libra 9/23-10/22**
Is it getting better, or do you feel the same? Will it make it easier on you, now you got someone to blame? You say one love, one life, when it’s one need in the night. One love, you get to share it leaves you baby if you don’t care for it. -U2 “One”

**Scorpio 10/23-11/21**
You’re dead in side, you wait for something, in a sense, lost so long ago, no one cares, so why should you? Run away cause you’re all alone. -Rock Kills Kid “Hideaway”

**Sagittarius 11/22-12/21**
Sitting at an empty bar. Alone to think about exactly who you are. From beds to little rooms to buildings in the city. The bottles empty and tonight you wish that you could be the first to fly, from seven stories into traffic where you’d die. Be the first to fly.- Driving East “First to Fly”

**Capricorn 12/22-1/19**
Two sides twist and then collide you’re calling off the guards and they are coming through. Adulteress conditioned to a spin cycled submission. “You know, sometimes it just feels better to give in”-- Sometimes it just feels better to give in and it’s all too familiar and it happens all the time. The all the cards begin to stack up twisting heartache into fine little pieces that avoid an awful crime but it’s them you can’t deny- Taking Back Sunday “My Blue Heaven”

To solve the puzzle, each row, column and box must contain each of the numbers 1 to 9.
A New Beginning
For Freshmen

On Our Own

Nicole Van de Star-Silvia
Columnist

It’s been over a month since we all left home for college. We have gotten into our day-by-day routines, made time for work and play, and truly started becoming responsible, independent adults. This past month it has been hard getting used to things since we don’t have our parents to rely on anymore. So, what’s it like being on our own?

Before we left for school we had many emotions running through our minds. Some of us couldn’t wait to leave, while others dreaded leaving their families. How did you feel about leaving your family before you came to Pacific? “The week before leaving we had many emotions run through our minds. I remember while in high school, my friends and I used to talk about how great it would be to live on our own. Now, being college students, we get that chance. How does it feel living on your own?”

I feel like I’ve lived here my whole life. (Andrew Landgraf – Chino Hills, California).

I knew I would miss them a lot. I didn’t really want to leave my family, but I knew that I had to grow up.” (Matt Ono – Aiea, Hawaii).

Being students at Pacific has truly been a life changing experience. Although most of us miss our families, we love the college atmosphere and we love the new “families” we have made. How do you feel now that you have been away from home for over a month? “I feel like I’ve lived here my whole life. Things have already slipped into a routine and habits have already formed. My old friends are still in contact with me thanks to the Internet and cell phones, and my new friends are absolutely great” (Andrew Landgraf – Chino Hills, California).

I remember while in high school, my friends and I used to talk about how great it would be to live on our own. Now, being college students, we get that chance. How does it feel living on your own?”

I’m sure as young children, we all wished at one point or another to be “free” from our parents. Now although we are not completely free, we can now make our own rules and live life the way want, to a certain extent. How does it feel to be free from your family? “Since we’re all so close, I didn’t really want to be “free” from my family. I love being around them, especially my mama!!! That’s why I go back every chance I get” (Leilani – Sacramento, California).

Each and every one of us has had different ideas of what college would be like and how it would feel being on our own. Now that we have it, is it what you had expected it to be like? “The experience I have had so far has been wonderful! I seem to be very in love with the University of the Pacific.

Rumors Schmumors – What they really mean

By: Nick Hansen
Columnist

Let’s face it, Pacific is a small school, sort of like a high school prep with four thousand students who like to party, get drunk, fornicate, and occasionally attend class. We like gossip, we love to know who said what about someone else and take that story and spin it around to make it sound more exciting. This unfortunately is how rumors start.

Over the past few days I have heard plenty of rumors regarding Pacific’s poorly advertised Lip Sync (2nd Annual Pacific Talent Show-case). Ranging from certain things judges were told, to how other groups’ routines had been professionally choreographed. Through my diligent research (which I admit is more in-depth than for any research paper I have written), I have found that many rumors are false and should be clarified.

Rumor Number 1

“The judges for Lip Sync were told specifically to vote in such a fashion so that one group would be unable to win.”

After speaking with Jenn Mazzotta, the assistant director of programming with the Office of Student Leadership & Involvement, she said this is just untrue. She said she doesn’t really care about how the judges vote–it’s meant to provide fun and entertainment for the students and their parents.

Rumor Number 2

“The first place prize is put up by housing and thus since the GRD’s won, then the money would go into the GRD’s pockets and thus take the money away from the school.”

Jenn Mazzotta also commented on this rumor and seemed stunned when I brought it up. The Lip Sync is put on by ASuop, which means it is paid for by ASuop. ASuop is funded by the student activity fee ($75 every student pays) and is responsible for running events on campus like Tiger Nights, or the operation of Tigers Grocery and the Pacific Theater. They also fund many organizations on campus like this fantastic paper you are currently reading. Thanks. The money given to the GRD’s goes into their fund and they must re-use the money for events that will benefit Pacific students. Because lets face, it is technically our money in the first place.

Rumor Number 3

“Delta Gamma consistently has their routine professionally choreographed which is why they always win.”

Continued on page 8
The people I meet everyday are intelligent and seem just like me. The new freedom of being alone is very rejuvenating and exactly how I expected college to be like.” (Andrew Landgraf – Chino Hill, California).

We all will experience homesickness at one point or another during our time here at Pacific. The main concern in how we cope with it. Have you ever felt like you wanted to leave school and go back home? “Yes, many times. The first week I was here, all I could think about was going home. I would check if my credits could transfer to the universities in Hawaii and I would look for cheap airline fares back home, but after the first week, I stopped. I mean, I’m still keeping my options open, but if it weren’t for my friends I’ve made, I doubt I would still be here” (Matt Ono – Aiea, Hawaii).

College is meant to be a time where we are to become responsible, independent, and self-sufficient individuals. Although we will miss our families and, at one point or another, abuse our freedom from home, we will all succeed in making this a reality. The main focus is just to enjoy college and remember where it is you came from.

Until Next Time.

Rumor Number 4

“This to me, I thought was true, until I sought the true answer. Luckily for Delta Gamma, they have two bright young ladies named Cristy Yadon and Brooke Galbraith. Cristy is currently on the dance team. They both love to dance and know all the moves. They choreographed Delta Gamma’s entire routine. Sure it may look professionally done, but when you know your stuff, you make it look good.

Rumor Number 5

“Eating In-N-Out before a night of heavy drinking will keep you from getting a hangover the next day.”

Jennifer Ellison and her boyfriend J.T. swear by this. Every time before they start filling their tummies booze they hit up In-N-Out because they believe the greasy French fries and animal style cheese burgers coats the inner-lining of their stomach which prevents osmosis, which then causes them to be less drunk, which finally (this is a long sentence) keeps them from obtaining that dreaded hangover the next day. Secretly, I think the activities they take part in after a night of drinking is what really keeps the hangover at bay, but we’ll keep that to ourselves. Don’t deny it, copulation after a night of heavy boozing is how most students get laid on this campus.

Lastly, if you’ve heard rumors on campus regarding a peer of yours and their inability to perform properly in bed, or they can’t control their body when they become inebriated. Don’t go around telling the world about it. Even if you hate them with “the fire of a thousand suns” it still doesn’t make it right to tell the world. Come on, I don’t go blabbering to everybody how ThePacificanOnline has a commenting system so that you can comment on this and any other article you read in the paper. While it is true, and you should use it, I have nothing else to say.

P.S. You can have registered parties on Halloween.
Midnight Mania

Yeah I think it’s about that time Pacific sports fans. The basketball season is off and popping. Your 2006-2007 Tigers basketball team opened their season on the right track with Midnight Mania.

Fans were screaming and yelling excited to see what the Pacific basketball team is all about this season.

I got a chance to talk with big time fan Nick Hansen. I asked Hansen how the team was looking from his point of view. He answered “we look good. We have a lot of potential and I think Anthony Brown can be the next Kevin Garnett. The women’s team is looking good also.”

Karen Dawkins is a great asset to the team this year she has a great outside jump shot. This year your women Tiger’s basketball team is lead by head coach Lynne Roberts. Roberts says this year their goal is “to play more up tempo basketball” and she thinks this year will be very exciting. The women’s team is looking good also.”

I was sitting next to sophomore Danny Price, who is on the basketball team, and asked him what he thought about Midnight Mania.

Price said, “I’m very excited to see what the team has to offer. There are a lot of expectations this year, and I think they will achieve all of them.”

I asked Price what he expected to see at Midnight Mania. Price replied, “a glimpse to see how the season will be. I can’t wait to see a fantastic dunk, and to fire the 3 point ball.”

I think Midnight Mania set the tempo on how the season will go. I think this season will be filled with a lot of action considering this year Long Beach State is predicted to win it all.

I got a chance to talk to sophomore Stephanie Johnson to see how he felt about this. Johnson replied, “it’s okay. We were not predicted to win it all last year, and we did. It’s time to prove the doubters wrong.”

I asked Stephan if this was making the teamwork harder at practice. Johnson replied, “we work hard at practice regardless. Without hard work there will be no championship.”

This year I feel that the basketball season will be more intense than any other season. The Pacific men’s basketball team needs your support in helping them bring home the Big West championship. This year you can help out big in supporting your men’s and women’s basketball team by wearing only orange and black shirts to every game.

This year not only do we want our teams ranked but we’re looking to have our fans ranked as one of the toughest gyms to play basketball in. Help out the Pacific women’s basketball team and catch them in action on their first game Saturday, November 4th at 5pm against UC Santa Cruz.

Your men’s basketball team’s first game will be on Saturday, November 4th at 7:30pm against Chico State.
**END OF REGULAR SEASON POWER RANKINGS**

**FLAG FOOTBALL**

**Men’s A**
The hottest team in flag football romped the Blazers by 32 points
Lack of team chemistry has led to the demise of the Blazers
Pike goes 2-4 in flag football... Has PS lost the magic?

Now that midterms are over they can focus on upsetting Sigma Chi

**Men’s B**
On paper the team doesn’t blow you away, but they keep pounding teams
Scrapy play and Milbrandt’s rocket arm could land Pike a championship
Behnam’s bum knee could prove costly in the potential El Guapo vs. Phi Delta semi
Riddled with inconsistency but should be able to handle Juice in the opening round
Glaring weaknesses (pass rush, team speed, etc.) in El Guapo loss
Playoff life will be short-lived
A disgruntled water polo coach forces Polo to drop out of the league
The Whoopers didn’t go wireless. It’s something to hang their hats on
The New C Team should have been just that... A C-team

Hey... A win is a win even if it’s by forfeit. Pat yourselves on the shoulder

**Co-Rec**
The Crystal is on ice
Team wants another shot at Rec Staff in the championship
BP is red hot and eagerly awaits the semifinal showdown with Murphys & Smurfs
Good News: You made the playoffs! Bad News: You play Rec Staff

Well you left a lot of room for improvement

**Women’s**
Hardcore just has to beat the Fockers one more time to gain supremacy
The Fockers’ championship hopes ride on the health of Miller’s ankle

**SAND VOLLEYBALL**

**Men’s**
Still has the best team but fell to the #2 playoff seed after loss to The Big Green
Maybe the boys from The Big Green aren’t intimidated by Sigma Chi
Pike has a lot of RecSport teams but just not a lot of good ones

Scored a total of six points in last meeting against TBG. It’s not getting any easier

**Co-Rec**
Rec Staff has won 10 consecutive games. Expect that streak to continue
J&C. should be content with second place

The Crew gets one more shot at its first victory

**Women’s**
Has disposed of last 3 opponents in only 6 games... quite impressive
Since winning the first match of the year it’s been a steady decline
Tri-Delt is poised to upset DG in the opening round

END OF LEAGUE POWER RANKINGS

**SOFTBALL**

**Men's A**
Hawaii was the only team in softball without a loss... kudos
Sigma Chi was superior to Pike all year but just couldn’t contain Hawaii

The Pike team couldn’t overcome its abundance of mistakes

**Men’s B**
Zanini’s Bulldogs win the first league championship of the year
Team Big Red was totally outmatched in the championship

An 11-run inning cost Go Team a chance at the title

The Moobs’ Cinderella story came to a disappointing ending

**Co-Rec**
Griffin’s club rode the shoulders of Home Run King, Hansen, and its talented girls
Rec Staff’s struggle to produce runs finally caught up to them in the championship
The Hawaiians had the Nimrods on the ropes but couldn’t close

Swinging for the Backstop forfeited in the semifinals. How does that happen?

Making the playoffs is overrated. At least you can tell yourself that...

Better luck next year

**Women’s**
Timely hitting and great enthusiasm led Theta to the title

The Fockers’ dynasty has officially collapsed
The girls from DG just leave me shaking my head

END OF LEAGUE POWER RANKINGS

**RANK (Prv Wk)**

**Men’s**

#1 (1) Poke ‘da Moke
#2 (2) Team Softballs
#3 (3) Senioritas Enfuego
#4 (4) J&Co. 4-2
#5 (5) Pham Bam 0-4

#1 (1) Rec Staff 5-1
#2 (2) J&C 4-2
#3 (3) The Crew 0-6
#4 (4) Y God Y 0-4
#5 (5) Pham Barn 0-4

**Co-Rec**

#1 (2) Rec Staff 4-0
#2 (1) Murphys & Smurfs 3-1
#3 (3) Border Patrol 2-2
#4 (4) Rec Staff 5-1
#5 (5) Rec Staff 6-0

**Women’s**

#1 (1) Rec Staff 4-0
#2 (2) Fockers 2-2
#3 (3) Senioritas Enfuego 0-4
#4 (4) Esty 0-4
#5 (5) Rec Staff 0-4

**SAND VOLLEYBALL**

**Men’s**

#1 (1) Sand Munchers 5-1
#2 (2) The Big Green 5-1
#3 (3) Pike 1-5

#4 (4) We’re Probably Gone 1-5

**Co-Rec**

#1 (1) Rec Staff 5-1
#2 (2) J&C 4-2
#3 (3) The Crew 0-6

**Women’s**

#1 (1) Theta 5-0-1
#2 (2) Delta Gamma 2-3-1
#3 (3) Tri-Delta 1-5

**UPCOMING LEAGUES/TOURNAMENTS**

Indoor Soccer League: 11/5-12/7
(Entries open through 10/26)

3v3 Basketball League: 11/5-12/7
(Entries open through 10/26)

Bowling Tournament: 10/27 @ 2:00pm
(Entries open through 10/25)

Kickball Tournament: 11/4
(Entries open through 11/1)

**SAND VOLLEYBALL**

Ranen Recreational Area

9:00:  Men’s A Championship – Move D vs. The Blazers
10:00:  Men’s B Championship – The Moobs vs. The Blazers
9:00:  Men’s A Semi-Final – The Blazers vs. Shake & Bake
9:00:  Men’s B Championship – Team Big Red vs. The Moobs
9:00:  Men’s A Semi-Final – Delta Gamma vs. Tri-Delta
9:00:  Women’s Championship – Theta vs. Winner of 8:00

**SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP WEEK Recap**

**Flag Football All Star Game**

Winner: Ryan Hansen
2nd Place: Curtis Griffin
Winning Team: Russell Masuda
Royal Addis
Dino Zanini
Daniel Holt
Lawrence Henderson

**SOFTBALL**

**Men’s A:** Poke ‘da Moke (Hawaii)

**Men’s B:** Bulldogs (Omega Phi)

**WOMEN’S:** Theta

**CO-REC:** Nimrods

**THURSDAY NIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP SCHEDULE**

**FLAG FOOTBALL (Brookside Field)**

8:00: Co-Rec Championship
9:00: Men’s A Semi-Final – Not Approved By Housing vs. Kappa Psi
9:00: Men’s A Semi-Final – The Blazers vs. Shake & Bake
10:00: Men’s B Championship
11:00: Men’s A Championship

**SAND VOLLEYBALL (Raney Recreation Area)**

8:00: Women’s Semi-Final – Delta Gamma vs. Tri-Delta
9:00: Women’s Championship – Theta vs. Winner of 8:00

**RECSPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP WEEK Recap**

Softball Home Run Contest
Winner: Russell Masuda
2nd Place: Curtis Griffin

Flag Football All-Star Game
Winner: Ryan Hansen
2nd Place: Curtis Griffin

Winner: Russell Masuda
Royal Addis
Dino Zanini
Daniel Holt
Lawrence Henderson

**SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS**

**MEN’S A:** Poke ‘da Moke (Hawaii)

**MEN’S B:** Bulldogs (Omega Phi)

**WOMEN’S:** Theta

**CO-REC:** Nimrods

**UPDATE SCHEDULE**

RecSports Website: updates.thepacifican.com

Updates

RecSports News

RecSports Events

RecSports Information

RecSports Polls

RecSports Announcements

RecSports Classifieds

RecSports Social Media

RecSports Calendar

RecSports Contact

RecSports Feedback
The Chiefs looked terrible against the Steelers last week. Running back Larry Johnson, who is arguably the best back in the league, only rushed for 26 yards. Quarterback Da-mon Hauard also struggled, and failed to have a passing touchdown. The Chiefs are coming off a win against the 49ers, where they put up 48 points. In his first year as a starting quarterback, Philip Rivers is playing like a true veteran. Last week, he threw for 335 yards and two touchdowns. Kansas City has a struggling defense, and with the receiving trio of Antonio Gates, Erik Parker, and Keenan McCardell, look for the Chargers to put up almost as many points as they did against San Francisco.

**Chargers 38 Chiefs 12**

Carolina Panthers at Cincinnati Bengals

After starting off strong, the Cincinnati Bengals have lost two in a row. Their last loss was to a Tampa Bay team that had been wireless. Even though Carson Palmer and Chad Johnson had good games, running back Rudi Johnson barely contributed, only rushing for 52 yards. The Panthers barely edged the Ravens last two weeks. Wide Receiver Steve Smith has brought the Panthers back where they need to be, and their defense is still a dominant force. The Bengals cannot afford to lose 3 in a row, and in order to beat a strong Carolina team. Rudi Johnson has to have a big game as well as receivers Johnson and T.J. Houshman-zaded.

Bengals 21 Panthers 17

Pittsburgh Steelers at Atlanta Falcons

The Steelers started off the season on a low note, but they picked it up last weeks with a convincing win over the Kansas City Chiefs. Quarterback Ben Roethlisberger threw his first touchdown pass of the season last weekend, and ended up with 238 yards passing. Running back Willie Parker also contributed with 110 rushing yards and touch touchdowns. The Falcons enter this contest after losing at home to the New York Giants. While there is no doubt that the Falcons can run the ball, Mike Vick is still having sub-par games passing this season. The Steelers defense is one of the best in the league, and if any team can prevent Atlanta from running the ball the way they want to, it is the Pittsburgh Steelers. Look for Roethlisberger and the Steelers to take this one on the road.

Steelers 20 Falcons 17

Arizona Cardinals at Oakland Raiders

The Cardinals played in one of the most exciting Monday Night Football games ever. Fans were stunned to see the Cardinals were about to upset the unbeaten Chicago Bears. Then reality struck as the Bears came back from a 20 point deficit and defeated the Cardinals. Arizona’s offensive line struggled in the second half and could not protect quarterback Matt Leinart. While many predicted Leinart to struggle, he proved the doubters wrong, throwing for 232 yards and two touchdowns. The Oakland Raiders are now the only team in the league to have not won a game. Wide receiver Randy Moss is frustrated and unhappy, while other receiver Jerry Porter is suspended for conduct detrimental to the team. This is the opportunity for the Raiders to get their first win against a team who might be mentally drained from that Monday Night loss. With that being said, the Cardinals are still a much better team and look for Edgerrin James to have a huge game after last Monday’s disappointing outing.

Cardinals 21 Raiders 7

New York Giants at Dallas Cowboys

This is a Monday night match up between two NFC East teams who are both tied for second place in the division. Last week, wide receiver Terrell Owens finally put up some stats, catching three touchdown passes, as the Cowboys easily defeated the Houston Texans. The Giants had a more impressive win, beating the Falcons in Atlanta. The secondary for the Giants are really playing well, led by Will Demps and Sam Madison. Running back Tiki Barber is having another solid season, and is one of the most under-rated players in the league. Cowboys quarterback Drew Bledsoe will struggle against a strong Giants defensive line and once again, the Giants are going to win a big game on the road.

Giants 28 Cowboys 14
IT'S SURPRISINGLY BIG.

NEW 2007 CHEVY AVEO With 37 EPA estimated highway MPG, a standard iPod® input jack, and room to seat five comfortably, the Chevy® Aveo® LS Sedan is one surprisingly big car. And now, Aveo is backed by the GM® 100,000 mile/5-year Powertrain Limited Warranty.* Starting at just $12,515.† LT as shown $14,125.‡ Go big at chevyaveo.com